
Year 2 Home learning for w/b 4.1.21 

This colour indicates work we would like emailed in to school for marking. Please send it to Mrs Linkens 

at plinkens@shinfield.wokingham.sch.uk. We will aim to give feedback within 24 hours. 

* means that the resource is saved on the website. 

Monday – INSET day 

Tuesday 
Handwriting & 
Spelling 

https://youtu.be/5QMt-XwX_Fk  
Practise writing these common exception words- 

could 
would 
should 
Make sure the letters h, l and d are taller than the others. 

Extension- have a go at writing sentences that contain these words. 

Writing Collect your envelope from school…but don’t open it yet! 
Watch this clip … https://youtu.be/kti6WrwrOcA  
which tells you what to do. 
Learning: 

 Questions can start with Could…? 
 Questions need to ask something. 

 Questions need to end with a question mark. It looks like this - ? 
 
Write at least 3 questions about the eggs using capital letters and the correct 
punctuation. Try and extend your question using the word or. 
Eg Could it be a bird or a crocodile? 
 
Extension: 
Try writing some questions starting with other question words, eg: 

What… 
Where… 

When… 
Who… 
Why… 
How… 

Reading Watch this story and look out for rhyming and repetition. Can you make a list of those 
words? Email us your two favourite words so we can add them to our magpie wall at 
school. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y2uz-RP66Ok 
 

Maths Mrs McDonald/Mrs Lawn’s Maths group: 

 Practise counting in 2s. There are two songs to help you here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OCxvNtrcDIs 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8wwydguSKOU 
Complete the mittens work sheet* that is saved on our school website. 
Alternatively, collect pairs of socks from around your house and write the numbers 
on a piece of paper under them, counting in twos. Email a photo of your socks into 
school. 
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Mrs Lauchlan/Miss Anderson’s Maths group & Mrs Linkens/Mrs Bates Maths group: 
We are learning about Multiplication. 
https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-2/week-12-number-multiplication-
division/ 
Watch this video – Activity - Making Equal Groups 
Have a go at making equal groups using objects you have at home, eg lego bricks, 
pieces of pasta etc 
Then watch this video – Recap – Make Equal Groups. 
Complete the worksheet* that goes with this lesson.  
 
Extension for Mrs Linkens’/Mrs Bates’ Maths Group:–  
Remember, an array is an arrangement of rows and columns that 
match a multiplication calculation. 
So this array shows 3 lots of 4. 
 
Make or draw arrays to go with these multiplication sentences: 
3 lots of 2; 2 lots of 3 
5 lots of 3; 3 lots of 5 
4 lots of 10; 10 lots of 4 
What do you notice? 
 

Topic We are learning about Dinosaurs! 
What would you like to learn about dinosaurs? 
If you want to, you can email in a question you have and we will try and cover this 
learning in the coming weeks. 
 
Use collage materials to make your own dinosaur picture in its environment. Have a 
look at the Dinosaurs powerpoint* that’s saved on the website for ideas. 
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